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ABSTRACT

The desirability of fiscal constraints in monetary unions depends critically on whether the monetary
authority can commit to follow its policies. If it can commit, then debt constraints can only impose
costs. If it cannot commit, then fiscal policy has a free-rider problem, and debt constraints may be
desirable. This type of free-rider problem is new and arises only because of a time inconsistency
problem.
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In the last decade, the subject of how best to design monetary unions has been attracting

more academic interest. A central issue in designing such unions is whether constraints should

be imposed on the fiscal policies of the member states. Here we address this question using

standard economic models with benevolent policymakers. Our answer is that the desirability

of fiscal constraints depends critically on whether the union’s monetary authority can commit

to its future policies. If this authority can commit, then fiscal constraints on member states

will not increase welfare, but if it cannot commit, then such constraints will increase welfare.

The driving force behind our results is that a time inconsistency problem in monetary

policy leads to a free-rider problem in fiscal policy. The time inconsistency problem arises

because the monetary authority has an incentive to inflate away nominal debt. Without

commitment to future policy, a benevolent monetary authority’s optimal policy is to set high

inflation rates when the inherited debt levels of the member states are high and low inflation

rates when they’re low. The cost of inflation is borne by the residents of all the member

states. When a fiscal authority in a member state is deciding how much debt to issue, it

recognizes that as it increases its own debt, the monetary authority will increase the inflation

rate. The fiscal authority takes account of the costs of the induced inflation on its own

residents, but ignores the costs this induced inflation imposes on other member states. This

free-rider problem leads to inefficient outcomes, each fiscal authority will issue too much debt,

and the inflation rate will be too high. Imposing constraints on the amount of debt that each

fiscal authority is allowed to issue can thus make all the member states better off.

If some way can be found to solve the monetary union’s time inconsistency problem,

then the free-rider problem disappears, and imposing fiscal constraints will typically reduce

welfare. In our simple model, the only way to solve the time inconsistency problem is to

assume that the monetary authority can commit. In richer models, even without commit-

ment, reputational benefits can solve the time inconsistency problem, eliminate the free-rider

problem, and make debt constraints unnecessary and possibly harmful.

The idea that groups of various forms, such as members of a monetary union, may

have a variety of free-rider problems in either static models or models with commitment is not

new. What we find here, though, is new: we identify a new type of free-rider problem, one

which arises only because there is a time inconsistency problem. We show that this free-rider



problem can be solved by the appropriate choice of fiscal constraints on debt. Moreover, the

type of problem we identify is clearly relevant for policy. The logic of how these constraints

prevent the problem seems to capture well the arguments made for fiscal constraints by the

framers of the agreements which established the European Monetary Union (EMU).

We illustrate our results in the simplest possible framework, a reduced-form two-

period benchmark model. In the first period of this model, fiscal authorities of states in a

monetary union issue nominal debt to risk-neutral lenders who live outside the union; in

the second period, the union’s monetary authority decides the common inflation rate. We

assume that second-period output is a decreasing function of the inflation rate, so that the

monetary authority balances the benefits of devaluing nominal debt against the costs of

reducing output. The larger the debt the monetary authority inherits, the higher it wants

to set the inflation rate and, without some mechanism to prevent that, the higher it sets the

inflation rate. Thus, without monetary policy commitment, when one of the fiscal authorities

issues more debt, the others are made worse off. This free-rider problem implies that the level

of debt in a noncooperative equilibrium is different from that in a cooperative equilibrium.

If the monetary authority instead commits to its policies, then the union has no free-rider

problem.

In the Appendix, we show that the results from our benchmark model do not depend

on government default to lenders who live outside the monetary union. We describe a slightly

modified model in which governments borrow from their own consumers, and we show that

in it results similar to the benchmark’s hold. In this modified model, the monetary authority

trades off reduced output from higher inflation against the need for each fiscal authority to

raise revenue through distorting taxes. Notice that in both models, the monetary authority

trades off the costs of higher inflation against its benefits. In our benchmark model, the

benefit of inflation is defaulting on foreign debt. In the modified model, it is reducing the

need to levy distorting taxes.

Our theory provides a new lens through which to analyze existing monetary unions.

The most high-profile union lately, of course, is the EMU, and the most controversial aspect

of that union is the fiscal policy constraints embedded in the agreements which set it up, the

Maastricht Treaty and the Stability and Growth Pact.
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Our theory provides a rationale for those fiscal policy constraints. One reading of the

EMU agreements is that, notwithstanding the solemnly expressed intent to make price sta-

bility the monetary authority’s primary goal, in practice, monetary policy is set sequentially

by majority rule. In such a situation, the time inconsistency problem in monetary policy is

potentially severe, and as our analysis shows, debt constraints are desirable. Our analysis is

consistent with the view that the EMU framers thought that committing to monetary policy

would be extremely difficult and therefore wisely made debt constraints an integral part of

the agreements.

An alternative reading of these agreements, of course, is that the primacy of the

goal of price stability and the independence of the monetary authority effectively ensure

commitment to future monetary policy and thereby solve the time inconsistency problem. If

one accepts this reading, then as our analysis with commitment indicates, debt constraints

are unnecessary and possibly harmful. (For a forceful argument that debt constraints are

harmful, see Buiter et al.’s 1993 work.)

Our theory also provides a new lens through which to analyze monetary policy in coun-

tries in which individual state governments have considerable freedom in setting their fiscal

policies. Our theory suggests that in such monetary unions, unresolved time inconsistency

problems in monetary policy lead to high inflation and profligate fiscal policy.

Argentina is a good example of such a country. It apparently has a serious time in-

consistency problem with its monetary policy and, regardless of its good intentions, is unable

to set effective constraints on its provincial governments. These provincial governments rou-

tinely run budget deficits that end up being financed by the central bank (Nicolini et al.

(2002)). Expectations of bailouts have increased the provinces’ incentives to behave in a

financially profligate manner. Indeed, one rationale for Argentina’s 1991 convertibility law,

which linked the peso to the dollar, is the hope of restraining that sort of behavior. Jones

et al. (2000) find some evidence that fiscal deficits among these Argentine governments fell

after the imposition of convertibility, though the recent collapse of the currency board sug-

gests that the time inconsistency problems in monetary policy were not solved by the legal

changes. (For related discussions of Argentina, see the work of Cooper and Kempf (2001a

and b) and Tommasi et al. (2001).)
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The United States is another example of a country which can be viewed as a monetary

union. It, however, appears to have solved the time inconsistency problem in monetary policy,

so that there is no free-rider problem among the states.

Beyond these examples, of course, are many others. Von Hagen and Eichengreen (1996)

have assembled data on fiscal policy restrictions in 49 countries, each of which can be viewed

as a collection of subcentral governments, constituting a monetary union. Von Hagen and

Eichengreen find that 37 of these countries impose restrictions on the fiscal policies of their

subcentral governments. This finding suggests that, in practice, policymakers are concerned

with what we study here: the desirability of constraining the fiscal behavior of members of a

monetary union.

Our research here is related to a literature on fiscal policy in monetary unions, including

the work of Sibert (1992), Beetsma and Uhlig (1999), Dixit and Lambertini (2001), Uhlig

(2002), Ching and Devereux (2003), and Cooper and Kempf (forthcoming). The studies of

Uhlig and Cooper-Kempf are the most closely related to our work here. Uhlig develops a

reduced-formmodel in which fiscal policy has a free-rider problem. In his model, that problem

ends up reducing welfare, but not raising the inflation rate. Cooper and Kempf focus mostly

on the gains to a monetary union with commitment by the monetary authority and show

that without commitment, the monetary union itself may be undesirable.

An extensive literature has discussed the gains from international cooperation in set-

ting fiscal policy. This literature shows that cooperation is desirable if a country’s fiscal

policy affects world prices and real interest rates. (For details on this result, see the work of

Chari and Kehoe (1990) and Canzoneri and Diba (1991).) The kind of desirable cooperation

that this literature points to applies to the relationship between, for example, Germany and

Canada as well as to that between Germany and Italy; it is not especially related to countries

being in a monetary union. Because the issues raised in this literature are well understood,

we abstract from them here. We do so by considering models in which the fiscal policies of

the cooperating countries taken as a group do not affect world prices and real interest rates.

In such models, there can be no gains to cooperation of this sort.
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1. The Basic Economy
Consider a two-period model with a monetary union consisting of I identical countries, each

of which is small in the world economy. In period 0, the countries start with an identical

price level p0, which is given. Each country issues nominal debt in period 0 to lenders who

live outside the monetary union. There are a large number of such lenders, each of whom

is risk neutral and has a discount factor β. In period 1, the monetary authority sets the

monetary policy for the union. We model monetary policy by simply letting the monetary

authority directly choose the price level in period 1, p1. In all countries, in period 0, output

is a constant given by ω, while in period 1, output y(π) is a decreasing and concave function

of the common inflation rate from period 0 to period 1, denoted by π = p1/p0.

The budget constraints of the government in country i are

p0ci0 = ω + bi(1)

p1ci1 = p1y(π)− xi(2)

where ci0 and ci1 denote consumption of the residents of country i in the two periods, bi is

nominal debt sold to foreign lenders by country i, and xi is the nominal repayment associated

with country i’s debt. Let (bi, xi) denote the debt contract of country i. Clearly, the gross

nominal interest rate on debt implicit in this contract is Ri = xi/bi. In equilibrium, the

nominal interest rate is the same across countries.

The model starts with p0 given, so for convenience, we set p0 = 1. We can then

write (2) as ci1 = y(π) − xi/π. The government in country i maximizes the welfare of its

representative consumer, given by

U(ci0) + βU(ci1).(3)

We will assume that ω (output in period 0) is sufficiently smaller than y(1), so that the

governments have an incentive to borrow. The monetary authority’s objective function is an

equally weighted average of the objective functions of the governments in the union. The

profit of a lender who agrees to accept a debt contract (bi, xi) is given by −bi + βxi/π. Let

b̄ = (b1, . . . , bI) and x̄ = (x1, . . . , xI) summarize the debt contracts.
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2. Equilibrium Without Commitment
We model lack of commitment in monetary policy by having the monetary authority choose

the inflation rate after the governments and the lenders have chosen their debt contracts. Of

course, when choosing a debt contract, each government recognizes that its choice will affect

inflation by influencing monetary policy. Specifically, the model’s timing is that governments

choose their debt contracts simultaneously at the start of period 0. Then the lenders decide

whether to accept the contracts. Finally, in period 1, the monetary authority chooses the

common inflation rate π as a function of the repayments x̄ in the contracts.

We consider two regimes: a noncooperative regime, in which the governments simul-

taneously choose their debt contracts to maximize their own objective functions, and a coop-

erative regime, in which the governments choose the debt contracts to maximize the equally

weighted average of their objective functions.

In both regimes, we solve the model by starting at the end. Consider first the mon-

etary authority and the lenders. Their problems are the same in both regimes. Taking the

repayments x̄ in the debt contracts as given, the monetary authority chooses π to solve

max
π

1

I

IX
i=1

U(y(π)− xi/π).(4)

Let π(x̄) denote the resulting monetary policy rule. Consider next the lenders. Profit max-

imization implies that the lenders will accept any contract that yields nonnegative profits.

Thus, any debt contract must satisfy this:

−bi + βxi/π(x̄) ≥ 0.(5)

In the noncooperative regime, the government of country i, taking the debt contracts

of other governments (b̄−i, x̄−i) as given, chooses a debt constraint to solve

max
bi,Ri

U(ω + bi) + βU(y(π(x̄))− xi/π(x̄))(6)

subject to the constraint (5) that lenders accept the contract. A noncooperative equilibrium

(N) is a monetary policy rule π(x̄) that solves (4) and debt contracts (b̄N , x̄N) that solve (6).

In the cooperative regime, the debt contracts (b̄, x̄) are instead chosen to solve

max
b̄,R̄

1

I

IX
i=1

h
U(ω + bi) + βU(y(π(x̄))− xi/π(x̄))

i
(7)
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subject to (5). A cooperative equilibrium (C) is a monetary policy rule π(x̄) that solves (4)

and debt contracts (b̄C , x̄C) that solve (7).

Notice that the monetary policy rule is identical in the two equilibria. The equilibrium

inflation rates and interest rates differ because the noncooperative and cooperative debt and

repayment levels differ.

We restrict consideration to symmetric equilibria in which the debt contracts are the

same in all the countries. We then have

Proposition 1. Welfare measured by (3) in the symmetric cooperative equilibrium is

greater than welfare in any noncooperative equilibrium.

Proof. The noncooperative equilibrium allocations are feasible choices for the gov-

ernments in the cooperative regime. Thus, if the cooperative equilibrium allocations differ

from those in the noncooperative equilibrium, then welfare in the cooperative equilibrium is

greater than welfare in the noncooperative equilibrium.

We show that the allocations in the two equilibria differ by showing that the first-

order conditions evaluated at the equilibrium allocations must differ. In both equilibria, the

first-order condition for the monetary authority is given by

IX
i=1

U 0(ci1)(yπ + xi/π
2) = 0.(8)

In a symmetric equilibrium, the monetary authority’s first-order condition reduces to yπ +

x/π2 = 0. Notice that in both equilibria, utility maximization implies that (5) holds with

equality. Thus, in both, we can substitute for bi using (5) with equality and then maximize

only with respect to xi.

The first-order condition for government i in a symmetric noncooperative equilibrium

is given by

[U 0(c0)− U 0(c1)] +
x

π
U 0(c0)

∂π

∂xi
= 0.(9)

The analogous first-order condition in a symmetric cooperative equilibrium is that

[U 0(c0)− U 0(c1)] +
x

π
U 0(c0)

∂π

∂xi
= (I − 1)x

π
U 0(c0)

∂π

∂xi
.(10)
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To show that (9) and (10) differ, we need only show that ∂π/∂xi is nonzero. To do so, we

differentiate the monetary authority’s first-order condition with respect to xi to obtain this:

∂π

∂xi
=
µ
1

I

¶
U 00(c1)/π − U 0(c1)/π2

U 0(c1)(yππ − 2x/π3)
which is clearly positive since y is concave. Q.E.D.

We now show that if we add fiscal constraints in the noncooperative regime, we can im-

plement the cooperative allocation. These constraints take the form of limits on the amount of

debt a government can issue. Assuming that the first-order conditions for the noncooperative

equilibrium are sufficient for optimality, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 2. If each country i = 1, . . . , I in the noncooperative regime faces the

constraint bi ≤ bC , then the cooperative allocations are also a noncooperative equilibrium.

Proof. In the noncooperative regime, the increment to welfare of a small increase in

xi is given by the left side of (9). Consider evaluating this increment at the cooperative

allocations. From (10) and the result that ∂π/∂xi is positive, we have that the left side of

(9) is positive. Thus, at the cooperative allocations, a noncooperative government has an

incentive to increase xi and also bi, since bi = βxi/π. Q.E.D.

When the number of countries I in the monetary union is large, the first-order condi-

tions in the noncooperative equilibrium are sufficient for optimality because ∂π/∂xi goes to

zero as I goes to infinity, and the resulting problem is necessarily concave.

Thus, we have shown here that without monetary policy commitment in a monetary

union, fiscal constraints are desirable.

3. Equilibrium With Commitment
So far, we have assumed that the monetary authority cannot commit to its policy. This lack of

commitment turns out to be crucial for our result that debt constraints improve welfare. We

show now that when the monetary authority can commit, the noncooperative and cooperative

equilibria coincide, so that debt constraints can, at best, leave welfare unaffected.

We change the timing of our model to allow for commitment by the monetary authority.

Specifically, now the monetary authority chooses the inflation rate first, and the governments
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then choose debt contracts. Clearly, in this scenario, the inflation rate cannot depend on the

debt contracts. Profit maximization implies that lenders will accept any contract that yields

nonnegative profits, so that any debt contract with country i must satisfy this:

−bi + βxi/π ≥ 0.(11)

In the noncooperative regime, then, the government of country i solves

max
bi,xi

U(ω + bi) + βU(y(π)− xi/π)(12)

subject to (11). Let (bi(π), xi(π)) denote the debt-contracting rule in the noncooperative

regime for i = 1, . . . , I. The monetary authority takes as given the debt-contracting rules for

each government and solves

max
π

1

I

IX
i=1

[U(ω + bi(π))+ βU(y(π)− xi(π)/π)].(13)

Here a noncooperative equilibrium is a monetary policy π that solves (13) and debt contracts

(b̄N(π), x̄N(π)) that solve (12).
In the cooperative regime, the debt contracts (b̄, x̄) are chosen to solve

max
b̄,R̄

1

I

IX
i=1

[U(ω + bi) + βU(y(π)− xi/π)](14)

subject to (11). Inspection of (12) and (14) makes clear that the debt-contracting rules are

the same in the two regimes. And the problem of the monetary authority in the cooperative

regime is again given by (13). A cooperative equilibrium is a monetary policy rule π(x̄) that

solves (4) and debt contracts (b̄C(π), x̄C(π)) that solve (14).

Since the debt-contracting rules are the same in the two regimes, this follows:

Proposition 3. With commitment by the monetary authority, the noncooperative

and cooperative equilibria coincide.

Propositions 2 and 3 taken together imply that the question of whether debt con-

straints are desirable is intimately connected to whether the monetary authority can commit

to future monetary policy. Proposition 3 says that, with commitment, binding constraints

on issuing debt reduce welfare unless they are chosen to be exactly equal to the debt levels

in the cooperative equilibrium. Proposition 2 implies that as long as such commitment is not

possible, appropriately chosen debt constraints strictly improve welfare.
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4. Conclusion
Here we have shown that the desirability of debt constraints in a monetary union depends

critically on whether the monetary authority can commit to its policies. If it can commit,

then debt constraints are not desirable; they can only impose costs. But if the monetary

authority cannot commit, then the time inconsistency problem in monetary policy produces

a free-rider problem in fiscal policy, and debt constraints are desirable.
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Appendix: An Economy With Domestic Lenders

For simplicity, we have assumed above that all debt of the monetary union is held by

foreigners. Here we sketch the analysis in a related model in which all debt is instead held by

residents of the monetary union. To establish that our results do not depend on foreigners

holding the union’s debt, we assume throughout that all the government debt of a country

in the union is held by consumers in that country.

Consider first the preferences of country i:

U(ci0) + V (gi) + βU(ci1)

where ci0 and ci1 denote private consumption in the two periods, gi is government consumption

in period 0; U(·), the utility from private consumption; and V (gi), the utility from government
consumption. In each country i, output in period 0 is a constant given by ω, while output in

period 1 is given by y(π, Ti), where π denotes the common inflation rate and Ti denotes tax

revenues in period 1. To ensure that real interest rates are unaffected by policy, we assume

that consumers have access to a linear saving technology with exogenous gross return 1 + r.

Consider next the budget constraints of the government and the consumers. For

simplicity, assume that government consumption is financed entirely by debt issue. The

debt contract of government i is denoted by (bi, xi), where bi is the amount of nominal debt

and xi is the nominal repayment on the debt. The budget constraints of the government in

country i are bi = gi and Ti = xi/π. The budget constraints of the consumer in country i

are ci0 = ω − ki − bi and ci1 = y(π, Ti) + (1 + r)ki + xi/π − Ti, where ki denotes savings in

the storage technology. Notice that we have assumed that all the debt of the government

of country i is held by the consumers of that country. We assume throughout that ω is

sufficiently small so that the equilibrium is interior, in the sense that both ki and bi are

positive. Let b̄ = (b1, . . . , bI) and x̄ = (x1, . . . , xI) summarize the debt contracts.

The timing of this model without commitment is as follows. In period 0, the govern-

ments choose their debt contracts (bi, xi) and government consumption levels gi (= bi) simul-

taneously. Then consumers make saving decisions si which, given bi, determine the amount

stored ki. In period 1, the monetary authority chooses the common inflation rate π as a
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function of the repayments x̄ in the debt contracts and the stored amounts k̄ = (k1, . . . , kI).

Finally, the governments choose tax revenues Ti to satisfy their budget constraints.

To set up the equilibrium, we work back from the end of period 1. Given π and xi, the

government decision in period 1 is determined by Ti = xi/π. The monetary authority chooses

π to solve

max
π

1

I

IX
i=1

U
µ
y
µ
π,

xi
π

¶
+ (1 + r)ki

¶
.(15)

In (15) we have used the budget constraint of the government in period 1. Let π(x̄, k̄) denote

the resulting monetary policy rule.

Now consider the saving decisions of the consumers. Clearly, in any interior equi-

librium, the real rates of return on storage and government debt must be equal, and the

first-order condition for savings is given by U 0(ci0) = β(1 + r)U 0(ci1).

In the noncooperative regime, the government of country i, taking other countries’

debt contracts and the saving decisions as given, solves

max
gi,bi,xi,ki

U(ω − bi − ki) + V (gi) + βU

Ã
y

Ã
π(x̄, k̄),

xi
π(x̄, k̄)

!
+ (1 + r)ki

!
(16)

subject to the period 0 budget constraint of the government and the first-order condition for

consumer savings.

In the cooperative regime, (ḡ, b̄, x̄, k̄) solve

max
ḡ,b̄,x̄,k̄

1

I

IX
i=1

"
U(ω − bi − ki) + V (gi) + βU

Ã
y

Ã
π(x̄, k̄),

xi
π(x̄, k̄)

!
+ (1 + r)ki

!#
(17)

subject to the period 0 of government budget constraint and the first-order condition for

consumer savings in each country.

A noncooperative equilibrium is a monetary policy rule π(x̄, k̄) that solves (15) and

allocations (ḡN , b̄N , x̄N , k̄N) that solve (16). A cooperative equilibrium is a monetary policy

rule π(x̄, k̄) that solves (15) and allocations (ḡC , b̄C , x̄C , k̄C) that solve (17).

The analogs of Propositions 1, 2, and 3 can easily be shown to hold for this model.
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